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9 Jodrell Bank Center for Astrophysis, Shool of Physis and Astronomy, TheUniversity of Manhester, Oxford Street, Manhester, M13 9PL, UKa.zijlstra�manhester.a.ukSummary. A speial session was held on Tuesday evening of the onferene todisuss the key future researh diretions for the �eld as a whole. Seven ativeyoung astronomers presented their views, all whih are summarized here. Highlightsof the disussion are also desribed.Key words: planetary nebulae, protoplanetary nebulae, preplanetary nebulae1 Invited PresentationsThe �eld of proto-Planetary (pPNE) and Planetary Nebulae (PNe) studies is ripewith opportunity. AGB stars almost uniformly �nd a way to transform their massloss geometry from states of spherial symmetry to states of aspheriity and bipo-larity. When and how this happens is one of the largest hallenges to the theory ofstellar evolution.Despite a deade of study, ritial issues suh as the r�le of binaries and mag-neti �elds remain unresolved. Vital lues are expeted to lurk in the observationsof properties of the ejeted mass and measurements of hemial and isotopi abun-danes.However, the key mass ejetion and shaping proesses seem to lie within a fewAU of the stellar surfae where they annot yet be resolved observationally. This is



682 Authors Suppressed Due to Exessive Lengththe size sale of ommon envelopes or strongly magnetized stellar winds. On thesesize sales the riddle of out�ow ollimation esapes empirial desription and mustbe gleaned from irumstantial evidene and theoretial models.While eah of us ontributes to this �eld in diverse ways, we must somehowfous our e�orts on the key problems if this �eld is to remain as vibrant as it hasbeen. In the era of modern astronomy, organized ommunity ampaigns have beena promising way to make progress through teamwork and the oordination of thework of individual investigators.A panel disussion was held one evening of the APN4 onferene. Seven suess-ful mid-areer researhers spanning several important subdisiplines and researhmethodologies were harged to artiulate their view of the key researh theme forthe next deade and to explain it with the emphasis on providing sienti� dire-tion to the others in the audiene. They were asked to provide a summary of theirremarks for this volume. Their responses are provided below followed by generalremarks from the audiene disussion that followed.1.1 Noam SokerDo the envelopes of AGB stars behave erratially?Other questions are more fundamental to the shaping proesses of PNe, but I thinkwe know more about the answers to these questions (although muh more shouldbe done), and there are already studies arried on these questions. Examples:(a) Are the shaping proesses due to binary ompanions? De�nitely yes. One ofthe main open questions here is the r�le of massive planets.(b) What are the properties of ompanions? Some PNe are known to harbor losestellar ompanions (orbital periods of days), and some related objets are known tohave ompanions with a year orbital period (e.g., symbioti nebulae).() Can a large sale dipole magneti �eld of the AGB envelope form bipolarPNe? No. Note: The magneti �elds might play a signi�ant r�le in launhing jetsfrom aretion disks. But this should not be onfused with an AGB dipole �eld.Magneti �elds an play a r�le in AGB stars (see below), and in�uene loal shaping(suh as formation of blobs), but this should not be onfused with a large saleshaping.Therefore, I am left with the question posed as the title.I think we are missing key proesses in the transition from the AGB to the PNphase. This happens when the AGB envelope beomes ∼0.1 M⊙. I will onsider twopossible non-anonial proesses, but more should be disovered and explored.1) The r�le of opaity (Soker 2006). On the upper AGB the opaity of thephotosphere (O-rih stars) is at almost the minimum possible value. This impliesthat the density of the photosphere is relatively high. The envelope average density,on the other hand, is very low. Suh an envelope struture is not possible, as theaverage density must be larger than photospheri density, and the envelope mustshrink and heats up before the AGB star depleted its envelope. Traditional massloss proesses whih are based on pulsation and dust formation predit a delinein the mass loss rate. This is not ompatible with observations. I suggested thatanother possible semi- stable struture might exist if the envelope expands by a



Future Diretions 683fator of ∼2, suh that its e�etive temperature is ∼2000 K. This muh larger andmuh ooler envelope results in a muh larger mass loss rate. With the presene of alose ompanion a transition to a non-spherial PN an our. If this over-expansionproess is semi-periodi, it might lead to the formation of semi-periodi onentrishells. The transition to the over-expanded phase requires a non- anonial triggersuh as dynamo ativity.2) Turbulene dynamo. The turbulene in AGB stars is very strong: Most of theenvelope is turbulent, and the eddy speed is lose to the speed of sound. A dynamois very likely to our. Suh ativity might lead to semi-periodi enhaned massloss rate, and to an extended envelope. In AGB stars the mass above the onvetiveregion is ∼0.005 M⊙. In the Sun the magneti ativity heats a small mass to millionsof degrees. In AGB stars, instead, it is possible that the muh larger mass is heatedto lower temperatures, and forms an extended envelope. This might form the over-expanded envelope disussed above, and by itself an lead to enhaned mass lossrate, and the formation of semi-periodi onentri shells.Researh for the next APN: I highly enourage detailed studies of the dynamisand struture of AGB stars with envelope mass of 0.01-0.1 M⊙, looking for non-anonial proesses as disussed above, aiming at answering the question posed asthe title. The �rst stage of suh studies an be ompleted by the APN-5 meeting.1.2 Valentín BujarrabalWhat are the time sales and what is the nature of gas ejetion by ahighly evolved star?I foresee three subjets of researh in this �eld that, in my opinion, will be widelyaddressed in the future: The time sales and nature of the ejetion of material by theentral star, the relation between the inner Keplerian disks and the dynamis andshaping of the larger PNe, and the r�le of shoks in the overall nebular dynamis.I will only disuss here the �rst subjet: the di�erent kinds of mass ejetionproesses that yield the di�erent parts of planetary nebulae. Note that we are mainlyinterested in the properties of the mass ejetion by the star, not of the shaping e�etswithin the out�ow itself.In many young PNe, we have quite a good idea of the density and veloitydistribution for most of the nebular mass from moleular line studies. Beause ofthe Hubble-like veloity law found in many soures, we an readily surmise that thegas has been expanding ballistially without signi�ant aeleration during most ofthe post-AGB phase. Thus we an infer the mass distribution several hundred yearsago, shortly after the nebular mass was ejeted. In other ases, in whih aelerationand ompression ould have ourred reently, we an at least alulate limits to thetotal extent in the past.From suh estimates, we systematially �nd that a high amount of mass, between0.1 and 1 M⊙, was enlosed within a very small volume in the past. Provided thatwe know the expansion veloity (or a lower limit), we an alulate the harateristitimes and mass-loss rates of the stellar wind responsible for the ejetion by the starof all this material. We so dedue harateristi ejetion ages (size/Vexp) shorterthan 1000 yr � sometimes ∼100 yr � and very high mass-loss rates, ∼10−3 M⊙ peryear.



684 Authors Suppressed Due to Exessive LengthThis sudden ejetion of relatively large amounts of mass is in sharp ontrast tothe smooth, gentle, sustained wind of AGB stars. For instane, the well known AGBstar IRC+10216 presents an isotropi wind with mass loss ∼10−5 M⊙ per year thathas been ative during at least 104 yr. The total mass of this irumstellar envelopeis not negligible, but it looks very di�erent from and far smoother and spherialthan the denser, brighter, highly strutured ores of PNe; in fat the AGB shells arevery similar to the large halos observed in PNe.The quasi-explosive very opious stellar wind, responsible for the ejetion of thebulk of the PN in the early post-AGB or late AGB phase, is so di�erent to thestandard AGB wind that we annot laim that the ejetion of the (asymmetrial)main omponent of PNe is just a ontinuation of the AGB wind. Understandingthe ause of this hange in mass ejetion rate, time sale, and geometry is, in myopinion, a primary hallenge for the next deade.1.3 Orsola De MaroWhat is the r�le of binary stars in shaping planetary nebula?I wish to emphasize four binary-related topis:1) Planetary nebulae should not be extragalati distane alibrators (e.g. Jaoby& Lesser 1981), beause in younger galaxies one expets brighter PNe with moremassive entral stars than in the old populations of elliptial galaxies. It is howeverempirially demonstrated that the PN Luminosity Funtion is indeed an exellentstandard andle sine in every galaxy there is a population of equally bright PNe.The best explanation out of this onundrum is that there is an ever-present popula-tion of (relatively) massive entral stars desending from stellar mergers (some kindof blue struggler merger; Ciardullo et al. 2005).2) There should be no PNe in globular lusters (GCs), beause the maximumexpeted entral star mass in these old populations is too low to make a visiblePN. However, there are four PNe in the 150 surveyed GCs (Jaoby et al. 1997).Although this population is likely to be heterogeneous, one way to ease the problemis to have some of these PNe formed through ommon envelope (CE) evolution: theCE e�etively propels the future entral star to a hotter temperature than it wouldhave upon leaving the AGB as a single star (it shortens the transition time). Thisis due to the fat that the CE urtails the primary's stellar radius in a very shorttime, making the star hotter. This would allow lower mass post-AGB stars to heatfast enough to make a visible PN.3) The number of PNe in the Galaxy is predited to be ∼50,000 (Moe & DeMaro 2006). It annot be so high. We know of ∼3000 PNe so far in the Galaxy andeven the deepest surveys only disover a few hundred at most. It is not probablethat there are many tens of thousands of PNe hiding on the plane and behind thegalati enter. Also, suh a large number would be extremely high in the ontext ofthe PN populations of the loal group (Peimbert 1990). A way out is if only a subsetof the stars urrently thought to be able to make PNe atually do. This subset ouldbe those stars where binary interations our (De Maro et al. 2007).4) Searhes for binaries should turn up about 50% binaries with P<3 months -why don't they (yet; De Maro et al. 2004, Sorensen & Pollao 2004, Afsar & Bond



Future Diretions 6852005)? The biases are very hard to assess. The ontamination of wind variabilitytotally srambles a potential radial veloity signal from binarity. We are urrentlyestimating to what extent the urrent results are or are not onsistent with a highpopulation of lose binaries. We are also planning new surveys using non-windy(dim) entral stars.1.4 Martín GuerreroHow do we get the Big Piture of the �What� and the �When� of PNshaping?We look at these olletions of observations of PNe obtained at di�erent wavelengthsand we see a wild variety of morphologies and �ne small-sale strutures. I thinkthere is a general onsensus that there is not a single mehanism able to produethe wealth of morphologies and strutures observed in PNe. In its moment, theInterating Stellar Winds (ISW) model explained reasonably well the emergene ofshells and rims in PNe; however, the disovery of fast ollimated out�ows and small-sale strutures in PNe, and the onset of axisymmetry in the early phases of PNformation posed a problem to the ISW model that demanded the onsideration ofadditional shaping agents in�uening the formation of PNe.Among these multiple shaping agents, we an quote the ation of ollimatedstellar winds or fast out�ows (either produed by the evolution in a binary system,indued by rotation, assoiated to magneti �elds, or everything together). We alsoneed to onsider the geometry of the mass lost at the end of the asymptoti giantbranh, the e�ets of the sudden ionization of the nebula by the entral star, andthe interation of the fast stellar wind with the nebular envelope.My point is that all these proesses that ontribute to the shaping of PNe donot at simultaneously, but they operate at di�erent phases of the nebular evolu-tion. Therefore, their relative importane shifts from one phase to another of thePN formation. Using Brue's terminology, we an say that in some (if not most)proto-PNe, ollimated out�ows are the primary shaping agents, responsible of the�primary" designation, but later on the nebular evolution, they may be responsibleof �seondary" or �tertiary" designations, while the ionizing �ux from the entralstar or its fast stellar wind assume the r�le of primary agents of the PN shaping.It is neessary to determine whih agents operate at di�erent times of the stellarevolution and whether its ation will take plae or not in a given objet. It is also ofthe utmost importane to determine what is the extent of the ation of eah shapingagent and how it a�ets the ation of future shaping agents. For instane, ollimatedout�ows deposit energy and momentum in the nebular envelope in early phases ofthe PN formation, but will the e�ets of this interation survive later phases ofthe nebular evolution, or will it be washed out by the sudden inrease of thermalpressure indued by the ionization of the nebula? Will the remains of ollimatedout�ows keep their identity and result in the wide number of small-sale struturesseen in PNe?So far, we have isolated pitures that are trying to tell us a story (or severalones). There is an emerging tale. We see that post- AGB stars of a given hemistryan be assoiated to di�erent inipient morphologies and that these may result inthe di�erent morphologies observed in proto-PNe. Detailed observations of PNe are



686 Authors Suppressed Due to Exessive Lengthneeded, of ourse, but there is a lot of work to do making the onnetions of themorphologies and strutures observed in the post- AGB and proto-PN phases andthese seen in PNe. Realisti models that an trae the evolution of the wild varietyof shapes and small-sale strutures through the ation of di�erent shaping agentsare mostly needed.1.5 Eri BlakmanAre binaries and magneti �elds required to make and/or shape prePNe?Although there is enough radiation from a single star to power spherially symmetriPNe, the oft-observed aspheriity demands post- launh shaping or a non-radiativeasymmetri launh. The latter is partiularly essential for pPNe, whih reveal rapidturn-on of powerful ollimated out�ows. Likely underlying the aspheriity is rota-tional energy and angular momentum transport. but (i) what supplies the rotationalenergy? (ii) How is it extrated to produe the observed strutures? If the need forrotational energy is aepted, then questions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the title ofthis doument: Binaries have reeived speial attention beause of mounting obser-vational evidene that they are ommon among asymmetri PNe, if not neessaryfor all pPNe. They also o�er a timely supply of angular momentum and orbital freeenergy that an be extrated by magneti �elds? another key ingredient.All pPNe with lose enough binaries ould evolve through an aspherial phase.Common envelope (CE) evolution o�ers four paradigms: (1) diret hydrodynamiequatorial ejetion of the envelope (2) aretion (+ dynamo) powered poloidal out-�ows around the seondary (3) aretion (+ dynamo) powered poloidal out�owsaround the primary (4) envelope-dynamo mediated out�ows. For CE indued asym-metries, the ompanion ould be a massive planet. Non-CE binary interations e.g.aretion onto a seondary stellar ompanion an also drive asymmetri out�ows,albeit with less out�ow power.The variety of asymmetries may result from a ombination of age and mehanismbut we do know whih, if any, of the above paradigms dominate. Moreover, theproesses by whih free energy in (di�erential) rotation supplied by binaries andynamo amplify large- sale magneti �elds and subsequently mediate MHD out�owsare non- trivial. There has been little work whih ontinuously follows the dynamial�eld origin in the sub-Alfvéni launh regime to the asymptoti propagation. How aredynamo-driven jets launhed? Can a supersoni/super- Alfvéni ollimated launhobviate the need for further ative ollimation at large sales? Are out�ows steadyor bursty? How is the Poynting �ux extrated and what in�uene does it have onthe stellar struture, let alone aretion disk evolution? How is the magneti �eldon large sales related to that in the engine? The physis of steady vs. transientdynamos in disks and stars and their onnetion to jet launh and propagation,highlight fundamental MHD questions and pPNe provide an urgeny to study themfurther.Preditions from theoretial models must be developed and organized. For exam-ple, an absene of Carbon rih post-AGB soures is expeted if the CE prematurelytrunates the AGB before signi�ant Carbon dredge up. Dust distribution would betorus- like rather than shell- like when angular momentum is important, but detailedstudies of the dust spetra are required to distinguish winds form tori. What is therelation between dust tori and bipolar out�ows; when exatly does the asymmetry



Future Diretions 687originate? What is the relation between the earliest post-AGB maser jets and latestage PNe? How do spei� MHD mehanisms reveal themselves? Can we follow asystem from binary oalesene to dynamo, to MHD ollimated out�ow? Can we un-derstand the underlying physial priniples beyond the morphologial outputs fromsimulations?Although some version of binary indued MHD out�ows may emerge as the�textbook paradigm�, isolated stars are not entirely ruled out. If the star's rotationpro�le is provided only by angular momentum onservation from the main sequene,loalized di�erential rotation is drained before the MHD out�ow an unbind the star.But redistribution of angular momentum within onvetively unstable stars is notfully understood and may provide a loophole.1.6 Hans van WinkelHow do binaries evolve? Can we always blame the ompanion?One of the problems being faed in the ontext of this onferene series is that, de-spite many e�orts by many people, the number of on�rmed binaries in PNe is muhsmaller than the number of objets where a binary entral star is suspeted. Buthow well founded are these putative binarity suggestions? �Binarity" may be usedtoo often as a magial word to explain whatever is hard to explain by a single starevolutionary model (jet formation, asymmetry in general, exess linear momentum,abundane anomalies, et. et.). Do we know what to expet from the �nal evolutionof a star in a binary system in the �rst plae?The onferene illustrated again that many outstanding questions do remain inthis ontext. A hard, but probably rewarding, way to takle the issue is to inves-tigate the evolutionary onnetions between di�erent samples of on�rmed evolvedbinaries. These samples should over a whole evolutionary sequene, so they shouldalso over binaries whih harbour AGB, post-AGB and WD stars, with or withoutsymbioti or hemial e�ets due to interation with a ompat ompanion. Needlessto say that all individual samples are plagued with di�erent observational bias ef-fets. In what follows I refer to the most relevant ontributions in these proeedingsin this ontext.A sobering thought is that the observational reord of on�rmed binaries withan AGB primary (hene the putative preursors of the APNe) is not very large. Forthe early AGB stars in the solar neighbourhood, the binary rate is about 10% (e.g.Frankowski). The strong pulsations of evolved AGB stars make diret detetion of abinary ompanion extremely hard (exept for the D-type symbiotis). The exeptionis of ourse Mira itself and, interesting enough also for suh a wide binary, we witnesson this very moment the interation between both objets (e.g. Podsiadlowski).Remember that in the Magellani louds, the D and E sequenes in the P-L diagramof AGB stars (Wood et al., 1999) are probably related to binaries.When we onsider post-AGB stars, the situation is quite di�erent. There isnow growing evidene that the binary objets in a post-AGB evolutionary stateare surrounded by gravitationally bound dusty diss (e.g. Deroo). The quanti�edorbits so far over the range from 200 to some 2000 days, with the outstandingproperty that irularisation is avoided in many systems. The global piture thatemerges from those studies is that in all objets, the primary evolved in a binary



688 Authors Suppressed Due to Exessive Lengthsystem whih is too short to aommodate a full grown AGB star. During a badlyunderstood phase of strong interation (on the hallenges of the theoretial modelsof near-ommon-envelope evolution see e.g. Taam; Frankowski; Podsiadlowski), airumbinary stable dusty dis was formed. The objets did not evolve on single-star evolutionary traks and, despite the strong interation, the systems did neithersu�er dramati spiraling-in. The formation struture and evolution of the ompatdis is far from being understood, but it does appear to be a key ingredient in ourunderstanding of the late evolution of a very signi�ant binary population. All post-AGB objets with SEDs indiative of suh a ompat dis, are likely binaries withun-evolved ompanions.Resolved proto-planetary nebulae display a surprisingly wide variety in shapeand struture, very early in their evolution o� the AGB (e.g. Sahai). For thoseresolved objets with SEDs indiative of an out�ow of the irumstellar material(this in ontrast to the dis soures), the onnetion to binarity is muh less lear.Long term monitoring e�orts (e.g. Hrivnak) were, till now, not suessful to reoverany binary motion in the radial veloity data. Note that many of these objetsdo have a momentum exess in their out�ow (e.g. Bujarrabal) and/or show veryasymmetri nebula in re�eted light.The possible progeny of PNe in binary systems are objets with WD ompan-ions. They reveal themselves by the presene of symbioti ativity (e.g. Sokoloski,Mikolajewska) or (not often `and') by the presene of an imprint of areted, hem-ially enrihed AGB material (the Ba-star family). For the latter Ba-star subgroup,the quanti�ed orbits are omplete but also here the period-eentriity distributionremains poorly understood (e.g. Izzard). It is interesting to note that the period andeentriity range observed in Ba-stars is very similar to what is observed for post-AGB binaries: all periods over the range from a few hundred to a few thousand days.Remarkably, both samples di�er signi�antly in their hemistry: while in Ba-starsthe former AGB star was obviously rih in s-proess elements and Carbon, in thepost-AGB sample all objets are O-rih and do not show s-proess enhanements.Despite the very similar e−log(P ) diagrams, both samples seem not to be onnetedby evolutionary paths. In ontrast to the periods found in these systems, the perioddistribution found in White Dwarf - Red Dwarf systems (likely systems with a largemass ratio to start with), is very well in-line with the theoretially expeted bimodaldistribution (e.g. Farihi) and the distribution shows a lak of intermediate orbitalperiods.While unovering the binary onnetion in the PNe evolutionary phase is intrin-sially very hallenging, this is less so for the preursors and progeny. A systematiinvestigation of the (orbital) properties of those objets to unravel the evolutionaryonnetions(s) in the broader piture of binary stellar evolution is both an obser-vational and theoretial hallenge for the oming years, but it will ertainly berewarding. See you in APN V...1.7 Albert ZijlstraIs morphology a tool to study post-AGB evolution?Stellar evolution during the post-AGB phase is still an observational nightmare.The luminosities fall into a narrow range, so that the evolutionary traks are verylose together in the HR diagram, even for stars of widely di�erent initial masses:



Future Diretions 689the so-alled post-AGB bottlenek. Observationally, luminosities are unertain byperhaps a fator of a few, due to distane unertainties, bolometri orretions, andnon-isotropi outoming radiation. The vast majority of post-AGB stars have oremasses in the range 0.55-0.65 M⊙: over this range the luminosities di�er by less thana fator of 2. Thus, in the HR diagram the evolutionary traks for di�erent massesare indistinguishable.The �nal stellar mass an aid distinguishing single stars from interating binaries.For single stars, the �nal mass is determined by the AGB superwind. For interatingbinaries, it omes from ommon envelope evolution as well as mass transfer, whihwill lead to a wider mass distribution. In some ases, the main mass loss event mayeven be on the RGB. The main problem in binary evolution I would like to seeanswered in the next 5 years is the e�et of binary evolution on the AGB mass loss.Can we use morphology to separate di�erent evolutionary traks? Tentatively,the answer seems to be yes. We know that bipolar nebulae are, statistially, india-tive of high-mass progenitors -although we do not know whether this applies to bothbinaries and single stars. Common envelope evolution leads to near-instantaneousmass loss, while the AGB superwind is a long-lasting event. The harateristi haloesof PNe are indiative of a mass-loss history, as are the rings: both may thereforeindiate single-star evolution. Finally, a normal AGB wind will sweep up the sur-rounding ISM, whih eventually makes the later PN appear as if it is situated in ahole in the ISM. All these morphologial aspets an give information on the sta-tus of the underlying star. By building samples of nebulae showing these individualharateristis, evolutionary sequenes ould be build up.However, there are problems with this wish list. There is no one-to-one orrespon-dene between progenitor stars and morphology. For instane, we see very similarranges of morphologies in stellar populations of very di�erent ages and metalliities.On the other hand, we see large variations in the distribution of morphologies fordi�erent phases of evolution. Among PNe, elliptial nebulae aount for 2/3 of allobjets, with the majority of the remainder bipolar. For the nebulae around lessevolved post-AGB stars, only 1/4 are elliptial, with the remainder again bipolar.Finally, the envelopes of AGB stars are predominantly spherial. This disrepanyputs the validity of evolutionary sequenes into doubt. Even worse is the disrepanyfor binary parameters. For PNe, the known binaries are either short-period (hours todays) or very long (100 yr or longer). For post-AGB stars, the distribution of binaryperiod peaks sharply around 1 year. The lak of overlap suggests the two groups aretraing di�erent evolutionary traks.To be able to use morphologies to trae stellar evolution, we need to resolve sev-eral problems. First, we need to understand how the various morphologies originateand evolve. Seond, the observational bias for eah evolutionary phase needs to beunderstood and quanti�ed. Third, the di�erent evolutionary sequenes leading to en-velope ejetion need to be understood. These are important questions in themselves,but they will also turn morphologies into a tool for studying stellar evolution.2 Summary of Open DisussionHarriet Dinerstein � dual dust hemistry nebulae in two objets suggests binaritybefore this meeting. At this meeting Luiano Cerrigone said that half of his samplehas dual hemistry. Are we learning something ritial about binarity?



690 Authors Suppressed Due to Exessive LengthOrsola De Maro � perhaps there is an oxygen-rih disk and arbon-rih mass lossfrom the entral star.Harriet Dinerstein � I wonder if this may be a result of sample bias, or whether itis insight into the status of binarity.Albert Zijlstra � where are the atual detetions of binaries?Orsola De Maro � 25 people are grouping to make a oordinated assault to �ndmore binaries.Letizia Stanghellini � need models of radiation pressure on dust for O- and C-rihdust grains in the AGB atmosphere.Kevin Volk � �explosive mass loss" in <100 years � what is the proess? Eri Blak-man told us that aretion senarios ause a destabilization, and that various phys-ial time sales need to be identi�ed and exploited to develop ohesive ejetionsenarios.Noam Soker � di�erent binaries have a wide range of possible ejetion endpoints, sowe must not use binaries as an alias for some partiular endpoint.Detlef Shönberner � halos shows that regular and fairly smooth mass loss (lastinga few thousand years?) has preeded the sudden ejetion of mass. Balik remindedus that Guerrero emphasized that many proesses shape PNe at various times ontheir evolution.Brue Balik � Radio observations presented by the IRAM group have been oneof the most exiting faets of this meeting, and we look forward to more of thesestudies (and plans for ALMA) by the time of APN5.Agnes Aker � we need to be very areful to detet and trae all of the mass lostby a post-RGB star. Letizia says that the absene of good distane data for galatiPNe makes LMC/SMC PNe the next frontier for traing masses and other intrinsiand fundamental properties of PNe.Angela Spek - Early mass loss is unreoverable.Referenes1. Afsar, M., & Bond, H.E., 2005, MmSAI, 76, 608.2. Ciardullo, R., et al., 2005, ApJ, 629, 499.3. De Maro, O., et al., 2004, ApJL, 602, 93.4. De Maro, O., et al., 2007, ApJ, submitted.5. Jaoby, G.H., et al., 1997, AJ, 114, 6.6. Jaoby, G.H., & Lesser, M.P., 1981, AJ, 86, 185.7. Moe, M., & De Maro, O., 2006, ApJ, 650, 916.8. Peimbert, M., 1990, Rev. Mex. AA, 20, 119.9. Soker 2006, NewA, 11, 396.10. Sorensen, P., & Pollao, D., 2004, APNIII, ASPC, 313, 515.11. Wood et al., 1999, IAUS, 191, 151.


